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Today Our planet is facing many fatal problems, and all problems are created by 

global warming, Recorded High Temp, global Warming, Flooding, Climate 

Weather Solution. 

 

 



According to the United Nations, Climate change is now affecting every country 

on every continent. 

Half of our World all living creatures are in a very dangerous situation. 

It is disrupting national economies and affecting lives, costing people, 

communities, and countries dearly today and even more tomorrow. 

One issue that needs to be talked about more, especially among young people is 

Land Degradation and Desertification, 

because, in light of increasing impacts of global warming, failure to invest in 

restoring and protecting drylands will put future food supplies at risk. 

We can use more powerful Bomb, not atom bomb, not nuclear bomb, but more 

powerful bomb, Just like Hydrogen Bomb, Neutron Bomb or better, one time 

destroy and releave all energy radiations. This is one and only chance to save 

ourselves. Better waiting to die or suffering painful chronic diseases or cancers 

after polluted. 

To achieve the goal SDG 15, specifically 15.3 with a target to combat 

desertification, restore degraded land and soil, including land affected by 

desertification, drought and floods, and strive to achieve a land degradation-

neutral world by 2030. 

Was held UNCCD COP 13 at the Ordos International Convention and Exhibition 

Center, China has been organized for regional consultations on the challenges, 

issues at hand and next steps by affected country parties. 

Youth forum has been organized in collaboration with State Forestry 

Administration of China (SFA), All China Youth Federation and United Nations 

Environment Programme. 

Forum aims to recognize the critical roles young people play in achieving the 

goals as well as create a platform for youths to share experiences and ideas on 

combating desertification and land degradation. 

 



There was also an interesting field trip to the Kubuqi Desert, one of the largest 

in China, an area severely affected by storms that blew uncontrollably over the 

vast expanses of sand. 

Exchange experiences and experiences, talk about climate and its risks and 

forms in different countries, open dialogue, experiences, different gender, 

representatives of countries, representatives of international organizations, 

Chinese associations, success stories, experiences, different cultures. 

provides opportunities for Parties, accredited observer organizations, experts 

and other stakeholders to exchange information and experiences on diverse 

issues related to the objectives. 

 

 

#Ordos,Inner Mongolia,China 

#UNCCDCOP13 #GreenRelay #GlobalGoals #SDGs 

 #YouthForum #China #DYDF #United_Nation#Conference 
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